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Abstract In order to investigate further the allele frequencies of the adenosine triphosphate-binding
cassette sub-family C11 (ABCC11) gene, which determines earwax phenotypes, among ancient populations in Hokkaido, Japan, the single-nucleotide polymorphism and the 27 bp deletion in the ABCC11
gene were analyzed in ancient DNA extracted from 38 Epi-Jomon, 24 Jomon, and one Satsumon specimens excavated from various archaeological sites in Hokkaido. Of the specimens analyzed, 10 EpiJomon and three Jomon specimens were successfully genotyped. One homozygote for the 27 bp deletion was found first in one Epi-Jomon specimen. Including previously reported data on the Okhotsk
people and modern Ainu, exact tests of population differentiation showed that allele frequencies of the
ABCC11 gene between the Jomon people and Ainu were statistically significantly different, whereas
those between the Jomon and Epi-Jomon people and those between the Epi-Jomon people and Ainu
were not significantly different. This result indicates that the Ainu, direct descendants of the Jomon
people, were genetically affected by populations who possessed high frequencies of allele A (recessive
dry allele) of the ABCC11 locus after the Jomon period.
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On Hokkaido Island, northern Japan (Figure 1), cultures
different from Honshu Island (largest main island in the
Japanese archipelago) have developed. After the Jomon
period (about 12000–2400 BP), the Yayoi culture with rice
agriculture (3rd century BC–3rd century AD) developed in
Honshu, whereas the Epi-Jomon (3rd century BC–7th century AD), Satsumon (8th–14th centuries: Amano, 2003a) and
Ainu cultures developed as direct descendants of the Jomon
people in Hokkaido, instead of the Yayoi culture in Honshu
(Dodo and Kawakubo, 2002). Moreover, the Okhotsk
culture developed almost allopatrically around the coastal
regions of the Okhotsk Sea, including northern and eastern
Hokkaido, during the 5th–13th centuries (Amano, 2003b).
Morphological (Yamaguchi, 1974, 1981; Ishida, 1988;
Kozintsev, 1990, 1992; Komesu et al., 2008) and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) studies (Sato et al., 2007, 2009a)
reported that the characteristics of the Okhotsk people were
similar to those of the people currently living around the
lower regions of the Amur River, such as the Ulchi, Nivkhi,
and Negidal. At present, it is reasonable to consider that the
Okhotsk people could have originated from common ancestors to the modern local people living around the lower regions of the Amur River.
Based on archaeological studies, the custom that the skulls
of brown bears were frequently enshrined in pit houses of
the Okhotsk culture is considered to be the origin of the bearsending ceremony of the Ainu culture (Utagawa, 2002).

Introduction
Human earwax phenotypes consist of the dominant wet
type and the recessive dry type, and are controlled by a single autosomal locus (Matsunaga, 1962). Recently, Yoshiura
et al. (2006) reported that a single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP), 538 G→A (rs17833931), in the adenosine triphoshate-binding cassette sub-family C11 (ABCC11) gene exon
4, determines earwax phenotypes, where allele G is dominant and allele A is recessive. In addition, the 27 bp deletion
located in the ABCC11 gene exon 29 leads allele G to lose its
function as the dominant allele. Because the frequencies of
allele A show a north–south and east–west downward gradient with a peak in northeastern Asia during Homo sapiens
migration, it is considered that the mutation (G→A) originated in northeastern Asia. Kitano et al. (2008) reported that
the SNP in the ABCC11 gene is a useful marker providing
ancestry information on human populations, because the
allele frequencies of the ABCC11 gene are markedly different among various ethnic populations.
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Figure 1. Geographical locations of archaeological sites where bone specimens analyzed in the present study were excavated. Circles, triangles and squares indicate archaeological sites of the Jomon, Epi-Jomon and Satsumon cultures, respectively.

Amano (2003b) reported that earthenware and pit houses at
the end of the Okhotsk period seemed to have been strongly
influenced by the Satsumon culture. In addition, ancient
mtDNA analyses of the Okhotsk people (Sato et al., 2007,
2009a) revealed that haplogroup Y, which has not been identified from Jomon and Epi-Jomon specimens, was shared by
the Okhotsk people at high frequency and by the Ainu at
lower frequency. These findings suggest that the Okhotsk
people merged with direct descendants of the Jomon people,
resulting in the establishment of the Ainu.
The genetic characteristics of mtDNA of ancient populations in Hokkaido have been investigated (Adachi et al.,
2006, 2009; Sato et al., 2007, 2009a). By contrast, it is extremely difficult to analyze ancient nuclear DNA, because it
rarely survives in ancient human bone remains due to the
smaller number of copies than exist for mtDNA molecules.
Although mtDNA analysis provides particular information
on genetic characteristics due to its high polymorphism, its

sequences show only information on maternal lineage;
therefore, information on biparentally inherited autosomal
genes is necessary for further understanding of the genetic
structures of ancient populations.
For autosomal DNA of the Jomon/Epi-Jomon and
Okhotsk people, Sato et al. (2009b) analyzed allele frequencies of the ABCC11 gene, and reported that the frequencies
of recessive allele A increased in the order Jomon, Ainu and
Okhotsk. In addition, they suggested that gene flow occurred
from the Okhotsk people to the Jomon lineage; however,
Sato et al. (2009b) succeeded in analyzing only one EpiJomon specimen, and information on the ABCC11 gene alleles of the Epi-Jomon people is still lacking. The ABCC11
gene determining earwax phenotypes is a particular gene
providing information on the phenotypes of ancient people.
The frequency of wet earwax in the Ainu is higher than
among other northeastern Asian populations (Yoshiura et
al., 2006). This high frequency of wet earwax in the Ainu is
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considered to have resulted from allele frequencies of the
Jomon people in Hokkaido. Therefore, further analysis of
the ABCC11 gene could provide new information for verification of the hypothesis on the migration and history of ancient people.
In the present study, the SNP and the 27 bp deletion in the
ABCC11 gene of additional Epi-Jomon and Jomon specimens from additional archaeological sites of Hokkaido were
analyzed. Combining the data obtained in the present study
and the previously reported data (Sato et al., 2009b), the
allele frequencies were compared with those of modern
Asian people (Yoshiura et al., 2006) to discuss gene flow
among the Jomon, Epi-Jomon, Okhotsk people and Ainu, as
previously shown by mtDNA data (Horai et al., 1996;
Adachi et al., 2006, 2009; Sato et al., 2007, 2009a).

Materials and Methods
Sample collection
To determine the genotypes of the ABCC11 gene of the
ancient peoples of Hokkaido, 24 skeletal remains of the
Jomon people, 38 of the Epi-Jomon people, and one of the
Satsumon people, excavated from 15 archaeological sites
(Figure 1), were analyzed. The skeletal remains were preserved at Tohoku University School of Medicine and
Sapporo Medical University. To avoid duplicate analyses of
remains from identical individuals, parts in the same positions of bones or bones from different graves within one archaeological site were used.
DNA extraction
Total DNA was extracted from skulls, mandibles, ribs,
humeri, metacarpal bones, phalanges, coxal bones, femurs,
tibiae, fibulae, tali, tarsal bones, and metatarsal bones of
ancient skeletal remains excavated from archaeological
sites. To avoid contamination of surface external DNA, each
bone piece was soaked in sodium hypochlorite solution
(8.5–13.5% Cl, Nacalai) for 5 min, rinsed with DNase-/
RNase-free distilled water, and air-dried. The bones were
powdered using a dental drill. The DNA extraction methods
for bone powder were carried out according to the methods of
Masuda et al. (2001) and Sato et al. (2007, 2009a, b, 2010).
Approximately 0.2–0.5 g powder per specimen was decalcified overnight with 30 ml of 0.5 M ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA; Nippongene) in a 50 ml plastic tube
with rotation at room temperature. The decalcified samples
were suspended overnight in 5 ml of 0.5 M EDTA containing
100 μl of 10 mg/ml proteinase K at 37°C with rotation. The
solution was extracted using the phenol–chloroform extraction method (phenol/chloroform/isoamylalcohol 25:24:1:
Sambrook et al., 1989). The DNA extracts were concentrated into approximately 200 μl TE buffer with VivaSpin 6
Concentrators (Sartorius) and used for the subsequent polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Multiplex APLP analysis
Using multiplex APLP analysis (Kitano et al., 2008), the
SNP (rs178822931) and 27 bp deletion of the ABCC11 gene
were analyzed. An aliquot (1 μl) of the DNA extract was
used as a PCR template. PCR amplifications were carried
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out in reaction mixtures of 20 μl containing reagents of the
Multiplex PCR Kit (Qiagen), each primer of optimum concentration (Kitano et al., 2008), 0.4 μg/μl bovine serum albumin (BSA, Boehringer), and distilled water. The PCR
conditions were 95°C for 15 min, followed by 40 cycles of
95°C for 30 s, 60°C for 3 min, 72°C for 90 s; and 72°C for
10 min. An aliquot (10 μl) of the PCR product was electrophoresed in polyacrylamide gel (10% T, 5% C) containing
375 mM Tris–NaOH buffer (pH 8.9) with running buffer
(12.5 mM Tris, 96 mM glycine, pH 8.3). The DNA bands
were detected with an ultraviolet illuminator after staining
with ethidium bromide. Because ancient DNA may have
suffered post-mortem damage, three PCR amplifications
from each sample were made to assess reproducibility of the
results. Samples that did not show reproducibility were excluded from subsequent analysis.
Contamination precautions
To avoid contamination, the following standard contamination precautions were taken. Experiments from DNA extraction to pre-PCR were conducted on a clean bench. Gloves,
face masks, laboratory coats, disposable filter-plugged
pipette tips, and disposable tubes were used. The clean
bench and instruments were treated with DNA-AWAY
(Molecular BioProducts) before and after they were used.
When DNA extraction and PCR were conducted, negative
extraction controls and negative PCR controls were used.
Data analysis
To check for contamination and allelic dropout, Hardy–
Weinberg equilibrium was tested for each population analyzed in the present study with GENEPOP 4.0 (Raymond
and Rousset, 1995). Allele frequencies of the Jomon and
Epi-Jomon people were compared with the previously reported data from the Okhotsk people (Sato et al., 2009b),
Ainu, Nagasaki, Okinawa, Yonaguni, Han, and Korean
(Yoshiura et al., 2006). Exact tests of population differentiation among the Jomon, Epi-Jomon, Okhotsk, and Ainu were
carried out with ARLEQUIN 3.11 (Excoffier et al., 2005).

Results and Discussion
In the present study, DNA fragments, including the SNP
(rs17822931) and the 27 bp deletion region, were successfully PCR-amplified and genotyped from three of 24 Jomon
specimens and from ten of 38 Epi-Jomon specimens
(Table 1). In particular, one homozygote of the 27 bp deletion was identified for the first time from an ancient bone
specimen (EPJ-5). Among the ancient people of Hokkaido
examined in the previous study (Sato et al., 2009b), this deletion was not found. Yoshiura et al. (2006) reported that the
27 bp deletion was detected in only one of 334 modern Japanese, indicating that it is very rare in Japan. The finding of
such a rare deletion in this Epi-Jomon specimen shows that
the allele including the deletion already existed in Hokkaido
during the Epi-Jomon period. Because the allele G and A
frequencies of 18 Jomon, 1 Epi-Jomon and 31 Okhotsk specimens as ancient DNA data were reported by Sato et al.
(2009b), we combined them and the allele frequency data obtained in the present study for statistical analysis (Table 2).
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Table 1. The ABCC11genotypes of the Jomon and Epi-Jomon people
Specimen no.
Jomon
JM-1
JM-2
JM-3
Epi-Jomon
EPJ-1
EPJ-2
EPJ-3
EPJ-4
EPJ-5
EPJ-6
EPJ-7
EPJ-8
EPJ-9
EPJ-10
a

Genotypes
Archaeological
site
rs17822931 Deletiona

Phenotype

Takasago
Midorigaoka
Bibi

G/A
G/G
G/G

W/W
W/W
W/W

wet
wet
wet

Usumoshiri
Usumoshiri
Usumoshiri
Usumoshiri
Usumoshiri
Usumoshiri
Usumoshiri
Chatu Cave IV
Minami Usu
Chatu Cave IV

A/A
G/G
A/A
G/A
G/G
G/G
A/A
G/A
A/A
A/A

W/W
W/W
W/W
W/W
Δ27/Δ27
W/W
W/W
W/W
W/W
W/W

dry
wet
dry
wet
dry
wet
dry
wet
dry
dry

W indicates the wild type, and Δ27 indicates the 27 bp deletion.

The exact test showed that no deviation from Hardy–
Weinberg equilibrium was observed in the Jomon people
(P > 0.05). Concerning the Epi-Jomon people, the deviation
from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium was not observed for the
SNP (P > 0.05), but was observed for the 27 bp deletion.
The latter deviation could have been caused by the existence
of one homozygote of the deletion in the Epi-Jomon specimens.
Allele frequencies of the ancient people of Hokkaido were
compared with the previously reported data from modern
East Asian populations (Table 2, Figure 2): 58 Ainu, 126
Nagasaki, 58 Okinawa, 30 Yonaguni, 52 Han Chinese, and
99 Korean (Yoshiura et al., 2006). The frequencies of recessive allele A in the Jomon and the Epi-Jomon people were
0.476 and 0.591, respectively. The frequencies of allele A
increased in the order Jomon, Epi-Jomon, Ainu (0.759), and

Table 2. Frequencies of allele A among East Asian population
No. of
samples

Frequency of
allele A

Jomon

21

0.476

Epi-Jomon

11

0.591

58
31
126
58
30
52
99

0.759
0.839
0.829
0.733
0.683
0.904
1.000

Population

Ainu
Okhotsk
Nagasaki
Okinawa
Yonaguni
Han Chinese
Korean

Citation
Present study
Sato et al. (2009b)
Present study
Sato et al. (2009b)
Yoshiura et al. (2006)
Sato et al. (2009b)
Yoshiura et al. (2006)
Yoshiura et al. (2006)
Yoshiura et al. (2006)
Yoshiura et al. (2006)
Yoshiura et al. (2006)

Okhotsk people (0.839). Exact tests of population differentiation showed that allele frequencies of the ABCC11 gene
between the Jomon and Okhotsk people, between the Jomon
people and Ainu, and between the Epi-Jomon and Okhotsk
people were significantly different (P < 0.05) (Table 3). On
the other hand, allele frequencies between the Jomon and
Epi-Jomon people, between the Epi-Jomon people and Ainu,
and between the Okhotsk people and Ainu were not significantly different (P > 0.05) (Table 3).
Evidence of the bear-sending ceremony, which has been
maintained in the Ainu culture, was found at archaeological
sites of the Okhotsk culture (Utagawa, 2002). The earthenware and pit houses at the end of the Okhotsk period seem to
be strongly influenced by the Satsumon culture (Amano,
2003b). In addition, mtDNA analyses indicated that haplogroup Y, which has not been found in the Jomon and EpiJomon people in Hokkaido, was identified in the Okhotsk
people at higher frequencies (Sato et al., 2007, 2009a). Haplogroup Y was also found from the Ainu at a relatively lower
frequency (Horai et al., 1996). These three findings suggest
that gene flow occurred from the Okhotsk people to the

Figure 2. Allele frequencies of the ABCC11 gene among East Asian populations. Frequencies of the Jomon and Epi-Jomon people are shown
as data combining the present study and Sato et al. (2009b). Data of the Okhotsk people are cited from Sato et al. (2009b); those of the Ainu,
Nagasaki, Okinawa, Yonaguni, Han Chinese and Korean are cited from Yoshiura et al. (2006).
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Table 3.
Population
Epi-Jomon
Okhotsk
Ainu

P values of the exact tests of population differentiation
P values
Jomon
0.45
*
*

Epi-Jomon
0.03**
0.12

Okhotsk

0.26

* Significant at P < 0.01.
** Significant at P < 0.05.

Satsumon people, who are considered to be direct ancestors
of the Ainu. Because haplogroup Y has not been detected
from the Epi-Jomon specimens (Adachi et al., 2006, 2009),
it has been thought that gene flow might have occurred in the
end of the Satsumon period.
The present study, however, show that the allele A frequency in the Epi-Jomon people (0.591) was higher than in
the Jomon people (0.476), although the difference was not
statistically significant. This difference in allele frequencies
between the Jomon and Epi-Jomon people might have been
caused by slight genetic influences of population(s), such as
the Okhotsk people, who possessed a high frequency of allele A, or genetic drift in Hokkaido after the Jomon period.
A morphological study reported that the diversity of the
Epi-Jomon people markedly increased from that of the
Jomon people (Ishida, 1999); however, the exact test of
population differentiation showed that ABCC11 allele frequencies between the Jomon and Epi-Jomon people were
not significantly different (P > 0.05) (Table 3). Because this
non-significant P value may have been caused by the small
number of Epi-Jomon specimens successfully analyzed in
the present study or the slight difference in allele frequencies
between the Jomon and Epi-Jomon people, further investigation of the ABCC11 gene for additional Epi-Jomon specimens is necessary to clarify the allele frequency in the larger
gene pool of the Epi-Jomon people. Masuda et al. (2001) reported that some juvenile (less than one year old) ancient
brown bears (Ursus arctos) excavated from the archaeological site of the Okhotsk culture on Rebun Island of northern
Hokkaido could have originated from southern Hokkaido
occupied by the Epi-Jomon culture. In addition, Masuda et
al. (2001) showed the intercultural association between the
Okhotsk people of Rebun Island and the Epi-Jomon people
of southern Hokkaido through the usage of juvenile bears for
the bear-sending ceremony; therefore, genetic exchanges between the Epi-Jomon and Okhotsk people might have also
occurred.
Otherwise, the results of the present study suggest that
Yayoi immigrants to southern Hakkaido might have slightly
affected genetically the Jomon people native to Hokkaido. In
fact, Matsumura (2001) examined the dental characteristics
of the ancient people of the Japanese archipelago, and reported that several Epi-Jomon specimens in southern
Hokkaido were classified as immigrant types of the Yayoi or
Okhotsk.
Further analysis of the ancient DNA of the Satsumon and
later periods provides direct insight into understanding the
anthropological history of northern Japan.
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